The wall-layer modeling is investigated in a fourth-order nite-volume method for large eddy simulation (LES) of compressible turbulent ows in simple geometries. Specically, two zonal-approach models are considered, including a two-layer wall model and a detachededdy-simulation based method with a Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model. As the initial stage of a LES study for the high-Reynolds number ows in complex geometries, the present investigation, by only considering simple geometries, allows the focus on gaining a thorough understanding of the algorithmic implementation strategies when the highorder discretization, the adaptive mesh renement, the zonal wall-lay modeling approaches, the accuracy and computational eciency are taken into consideration. By comparing the results of the wall-layer models, the present study provides some insights into the algorithmic details. 
Introduction
Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)-based approaches in computational uid dynamics (CFD) modeling for turbulent ows have plateaued in their ability to resolve the critical technical challenges today. 1 This is because the RANS approach does not directly resolve the unsteady uid motions but instead resolves the time-averaged motions. The closure models employed by RANS often invoke some ad hoc hypotheses and assumptions, based on physical intuition or experimental observations. Direct numerical simulation (DNS) can resolve all the uid scales and motions. However, for engineering applications involving complex geometrical congurations and chemically reacting ows, DNS is prohibitively expensive. Today's computing power can not aord such DNS applications, neither will the computing power over the coming decades. A compromise between RANS and DNS is the large eddy simulation (LES). LES of turbulent ows directly solves the large scales of uid motions, while implicitly accounting for the small scales by using a subgrid-scale (SGS) model. The growth in the use of LES has been primarily driven by advance in high performance computing, giving us the power needed to start solving CFD problems without time-averaging. This increased level of simulation delity in LES has shown great promise and demonstrated clear superiority over the RANS approach for moderately complex geometries. Nevertheless, there are tremendous challenges before LES can realize its potential to expand the current engineering design envelope and eschew industrial stagnation. The challenges and diculties stem from two aspects: one is directly associated with the numerical algorithms and the other is related to modeling of the unknown terms that are resulted from the ltering process and wall modeling when solid surfaces are the boundaries. Among these issues, this study simply focuses on exploring the zonal-approach wall-layer modeling and gaining insights into the potential challenges when they are implemented in a high-order CFD algorithm with adaptive mesh renement(AMR).
The LES in the present study is based on explicitly, Favre-ltering Navier-Stokes equations. An explicit lter function is employed to lter the original partial dierential equations (PDEs), and this analytical, explicit-ltering process introduces an unresolved term, termed as the sub-analytical-lter-scale (SAS). When the ltered PDEs are discretized on a computational grid, another unresolved term -subgrid-scale (SGS) -is produced. Figure 1 is created to illustrate the dierence between SAS and SGS, in addition to a few denitions consistently used in our LES study. The graphical sketch depicts the scale separation due to an explicitly-ltering, nite-volume scheme,
is the grid cuto wavenumber.
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In the gure, PRS stands for the physically resolved scales and MRS represents the modied resolved scales. The summation of these two terms constitutes RS, that is the resolved scales on the grid. SAS is the sub-analytical-lter-scale and SGS, the sub-grid scales. The eective lter size, ∆ e is a synthetic result from the implicit-ltering (associated with ∆x being the grid spacing) and explicit-ltering process (∆ being the explicit lter size). Specically, when a Smagorinsky SGS model is used, ∆ e can be explicitly evaluated
where C s is the SGS Smagorinsky model constant, C A ≈ 0.2, and ∆, again, is the analytical lter.
One should distinguish the explicitly-ltering and implicitly-ltering processes. In traditional LES, the computational grid and the discretization method work as implicit ltering, and only introduce SGS turbu-lence term. The main dierence between the implicit and the explicit ltering is that for an implicit ltering process, there is no explicit lter and the lter width is inherently tied to the mesh. This is so-called implicit lter. Thus, as the mesh is rened DNS is recovered and a grid-independent LES solution is not attained.
With explicit ltering, one can separate the ltering procedure and lter width from the mesh and therefore grid independent LES solutions are possible. The other advantage of explicit ltering is that it gives a better control of aliasing errors and the appearance of unwanted spurious high-frequency solution contents in the LES solutions. The fundamental underlying assumption stems from traditional view of turbulent ows where the bulk of turbulent kinetic energy originates at the large scales. Applying on a random eld φ( x, t) we get a spatial and temporal ltered random eld. The ltered eld is dened as:
where G is the lter convolution kernel function which has the cut o length ∆ and cut o time τ c . In our study, we do not consider the ltering in time domain. And the Favre-ltered variable is dened as:
Smaller motions will not be resolved and should be modeled.
The resulting equations governing turbulent ows are spatially ltered mass, momentum, and energy, while the sub-scale eects are modeled. Specically, the explicitly, low-pass, Favre-ltered form of the
whereρ is the ltered density,˜ u is the Favre-ltered velocity,p is the ltered pressure, I is the identity tensor, e = |˜ u| 2 /2 +h −p/ρ is the Favre-ltered total specic energy withh being the enthalpy, and f is a body force per unit volume acting on the gaseous mixture. In addition,ˇ τ andˇ q are the resolved molecular stress tensor and the resolved molecular heat ux vector, which are computed in terms of the ltered quantities, respectively. The ltered pressure is given by the ideal gas lawp =ρRT , where R is the gas constant andT is the Favre-ltered temperature. The resolved molecular uid stress tensor is dened asˇ τ = 2µ(ˇ S −
whereˇ S is the resolved strain rate tensor computed from the Favre-ltered quantities, and µ is uid molecular viscosity.
In the governing equations, terms A 1 , A 2 , E 1 , and E 2 , E 3 and E 4 correspond to sub-analytical-lter-scale (SAS) quantities and require modeling. These terms are given as
and they need to be modeled to close the ltered equations.
II.B. Sub-Analytical-Filter-Scale Modeling
To understand and model the unknown terms, Eq. (7) - (12), resulting from the ltering process, we dene two general categories based on Fig. (1) in this study. SAS includes regions III and IV. The latter is related to SGS modeling. The former is combined with region II as MRS, which is termed as sublter scale (SFS)
modeling. Next, we will describe the modeling for each category in detail.
II.B.1. Sublter-Scale Modeling SFS modeling models the information, as shown in Fig. (1) as MRS, that can be resolved on the grid but is modied due to the fact that the explicitly-dened lter size is greater than the grid spacing, or by the subgrid model. If the lter size decreases, given the grid resolution is xed, the sum of the SFS and SGS turbulent stresses should decrease. In theory, the SFS stress can be restored through reconstruction by using the ltered solution eld. This reconstruction can be performed using the Van Cittert (1913) iterative method via approximate deconvolution procedure. In our study, we are interested in a high-order reconstruction for the SFS modeling terms since the CFD algorithm itself is fourth-order accurate. The reconstruction is a series of successive ltering operations (G) by
where I is the identity matrix and * represents the convolution operator. In our case, the truncation error is O(∆ 5 ). However, the details of the SFS modeling is not included in the present study.
II.B.2. Subgrid-Scale Modeling
For SGS modeling, we employ the Smagorinsky model 5 as an starting point and the SGS stress model is given by
where σ is the SGS stress tensor, µ t is the SGS viscosity,Š is the resolved strain rate tensor. The SGS viscosity is modeled by
with
In this model
and C s is a constant, approximately between 0.1 and 0.2 depending on the ow.
The dependence of the Smagorinsky constant on dierent ows brought about the dynamic Smagorinsky model suggested by Germano et al.
6 where model parameters are calculated from smallest resolved scales on the y, thus no external information is needed. This method is self-contained and self-consistent. In
The value of C d remains the question, but we know that the optimum value is problem dependent and that its value should be reduced near solid walls to reduce the amount of dissipation introduced by the SGS model. However, the dynamic model is left for a follow-up study, since the main goal of the present work is to enable an LES capability in Chord.
Standard gradient-based approximations are used to model The SGS temperature ux (in the form of E 1 ) and the turbulent diusion (in the form of E 2 ) is approximated by the formula suggested by Knight et al.
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The other two terms arise from the inexact replacement ofτ byτ and τ byˇ τ in the derivation of the equations. In the present study, we start with the simple case, assuming and making that the analytical lter is equal to the grid resolution (∆ = ∆x) and the SGS model constant C s has a small value, meaning that the eective lter corresponds to the analytical lter (∆ e = ∆).
II.B.3. Summary of the Models Used in This Work
In doing so, we are only concerned with the model- Specically, the models are prescribed as follows.
In the momentum equation, the subgrid viscous diffusion (A 1 ) is modeled by the Smagorinsky model as described above, while the A 2 is negligible. In the energy equation, the subgrid energy/heat ux in E 1 is modeled by
with the turbulent thermal conductivity κ t = µt P rt C p with µ t , P r t , and C p being the subgrid viscosity, subgrid Prandtl number, and the specic heat of the uid. The subgrid turbulent diusion in E 2 is modeled by
Furthermore, E 3 , and E 4 are considered small and negligible in this study.
II.C.

Wall-Layer Modeling
At high Reynolds number, fully-resolved LES is prohibitively expensive due to the small but dynamically important eddies in the near-wall region. Wall model acts as boundary condition for the LES equations. For example, the wall model is used to estimate the wall shear stress (instantaneous) which is typically needed by the boundary conditions to the LES governing equations. A wall model should provide that the mean ow must have logarithmic behavior at the near wall boundary. Two models are investigated: (i) a two-layer model and (ii) the hybrid RANS/LES method with Spalart-Allmaras (SA) model. Details in each model are described next.
II.C.1. A Two-Layer Model
A simple equilibrium wall-model 8 is also known as a two-layer wall shear stress model.
Eq. (19) and (20) are the conservation equations for streamwise momentum and energy in an equilibrium boundary layer ow. In the equations, u is the streamwise (parallel to the wall) velocity and y ⊥ is the distance away from wall in its normal direction. Where the eddy-viscosity is given by
Note that u τ ≡ τ ω /ρ is the friction velocity, the velocity scale in a boundary layer with varying mean density with τ w = µ d u dy | y=0 at the wall . The modeling parameters are κ = 0.41, P r t = 0.9, and A + = 17.
The + superscript represents normalization by viscous wall quantities, such as the friction velocity, e.g.
, with ν being the kinematic viscosity of the uid. Nevertheless, it must be noted that the equilibrium model generally works well in attached ows and can reduce computation time by at least one order of magnitude. However, it can not predict separate ows accurately.
For this wall-stress model, the solid surface boundary is assumed to be adiabatic no-slip condition. The upper boundary condition for the wall model is provided by the LES solution at the grids above the wall.
Conguration including the grids are shown in Fig. (4) . Specically, a ne grid in the wall normal direction is embedded in the rst layer of the LES grid, while keeping the streamline-wise resolution the same. AMR is advantageous for nesting the grid for the inner scales in the LES grid. As illustrated in Fig. (5) , mesh is adaptively rened in regions where scales are of interest to resolve. The wall model produces the wall sheer stress and heat ux as the boundary condition for the LES at the solid wall surface.
Grid for LES (outer scales)
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II.C.2. The Spalart-Allmaras Model as A Wall Model
The SA model for the near-wall region compressible equation 9 is used for high turbulence Reynolds number ows, and given by
where ν t is the eddy viscosity, S is the magnitude of the vorticity, d the distance to the nearest wall and f w a non-dimensional function dened by:
In the logarithmic layer of a zero pressure gradient boundary layer f w 1. The model constant are:
In this method, we have experimented two cases. In one test, we use two separate grids (the inner grid and the LES grid) and in the other a single grid (the LES grid) is used.
II.D. Filter Functions
The choice of explicit lter function and lter size in LES equations is critical in terms of the control of discretization errors. For a fourth-order code that is used in this work, the explicit lter width, ∆, should be about at least twice the cell resolution, ∆ x, that is ∆ = 2∆ x. 3 The lter is important in the SFS stress modeling. Note that we chose our analytical lter size the same as our spatial resolution for the reason that the focus of the present study on SGS models. Although it is highly unlikely the MRS disappears as shown in Fig. (3) , this highly simplied case allows us to focus on the SGS model implementation. Specically, in the dynamic Smagorinsky model, the test lter greatly impacts its performance. As a starting point, we use Gaussian function for both explicit and test lters. The test lter width is twice the explicit lter width.
III. Computational Framework
The computational framework for the present work is Chord, 1015 our in-house CFD code. Chord is a highly parallel, fourth-order accurate, solution-adaptive, nite-volume CFD algorithm on a Cartesian grid. Currently, Chord solves the system of governing equations for transient, compressible, viscous gaseous combusting ow with moderately complex geometries.
Chord has been designed to achieve superior accuracy and parallel performance for simulations of physics where ows exhibit multiscale behavior, such as turbulence, combustion, shock, or plasma. The use of AMR allows for the mesh resolution to change in response to the characteristics of the solution. AMR on a Cartesian grid is logistically simple and ecient. Chord handles complex geometries by mapping a structured grid in physical space to a Cartesian grid in computational space, because nite volume methods employed on Cartesian grids are computationally ecient and additionally benet from having well-understood properties in terms of solution accuracy. Moreover, nite-volume methods are well suited for problems with discontinuities -the resulting discretization satises a discrete form of the divergence theorem, leading to a local conservation property for time-dependent problems.
The high-order nite-volume method can produce solutions to smooth ows much faster than loworder schemes, to the same level of accuracy. For the spatial discretization scheme, a fourth-order centerdierencing method is used for computing the face-averaged primitive quantities and the face-averaged gradients, and thus for hyperbolic and elliptic ux evaluation. However, for ows where strong discontinuities or shock waves present, the hyperbolic ux is then evaluated based on the upwind scheme by solving 
IV. Results and Discussion
The wall models are experimented for the turbulent ows over a smooth at plate aligned parallel to the uniform inow. Figure 6 illustrates the change in the boundary layer type and thickness over the plate Table, it can be seen the dierence in the properties obtained from the two models. Importantly, they both provide τ w at a similar magnitude that is close to the literature data. Further, we examine and compare the velocity proles for the inner layer. Figure 7 shows the velocity prole sensitivity to y + 1 . Clearly, when the y + 1 is located in the viscous sublayer region, it reasonably reproduces the law of the wall. The height of the wall model region is also investigated, and as it is shown in Fig. 8 that the near-wall turbulent stress prole can be well predicted with the wall model region of 10% δ. For this simple at plate case, the inner layer for the wall model can be placed within 10 -30% of the boundary layer thickness. Moreover, a comparison of −ρũ v /τ w is made by Fig. 9 for two y + 1 's and the prole behaves better for the small y + 1 = 2.6 than the y + 1 = 18.5 . Further, the turbulent Reynolds stress proles of −ρũ v /τ w versus y/δ are plotted in Fig. 10 for both models. Consistently, we found that SA model predicts a −ρũ v /τ w prole that is not reasonable.
Note that the stress proles show staircase behavior which is artifacts from the postprocessing process and will be corrected. 
V. Concluding Remarks and Future Work
Through this study we have explored two wall-layer modeling approaches for the wall-modeled LES simulation of a turbulent ow over a at plate. The mixing length model appears to be more robust and consistent in producing proper wall properties than the SA RANS model acting as the wall model. There are two possible reasons for the latter -the lack of a precise transition between the SA RANS turbulence and the LES turbulence at the interface, and the lack of the capability of the two-way information transfer between inner and outer layers. Although the second reason may not play an important role in this simple at plate geometry, it is a more serious factor in complex congurations where the non-equilibrium ows present in the inner layer. Further investigation is required to conrm the sensitivity of the y + 1 location, the grid spacing in the wall normal direction, and the actual y n (n is the cell index counting from 1 o the wall in the normal direction) in the LES grid that can serve as a good upper boundary for the wall model.
In an immediate follow-up study, we will apply the fourth-order, adaptive nite-volume LES code with the wall-layer modeling methods to a channel ow, including two cases: Re τ = 544 2 and Re τ = 4000, 16 for which the literature has detailed information for comparison.
